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Google StreetView Catches Student Breaking The Honor Code
By Rory Sampson
STANFORD, CA—With new
technology comes new consequences, as junior student Allie
Speigel found out the hard way.
Google’s new StreetView technology, which allows users to see images at street level, caught the junior Speigel violating the Stanford
Honor Code. The close up pictures
and the zoom feature of Google
StreetView revealed that she was
clearly using her computer for a
take home test. A user quickly reported a concern and she Speigel
was caught.
University administrators were
quick to applaud Google for its use
of technology in preventing cheating. “The Stanford Honor Code

proves itself once again,” said Provost John Etchemendy. “It’s just
great that we can use technology to
peer into the private lives of all of
our students and really make sure
that they aren’t cheating. Kudos to
Google.”
Students were unsure about the
event, and many thought this was
an invasion of privacy. “Sure she

was cheating, but that really isn’t
the point,” said politically aware
student Jake Enspoch. “The point
is that we as a society are losing
our privacy to these technological
giants. They now can track your
every move, every purchase, and
every girlfriend through Google
StreetView images of windows. I
urge students to close their blinds

SCANDAL: Science Professor Gives Female Student Crabs

STANFORD (AP)  Two weeks
ago sophomore Sharon Dasuli
entered Dr. Von Nostrand’s office
for what she thought was a routine
meeting to discuss marine biology.
Once inside, professor Von Nostrand locked the door and shut the
blinds. What happened next would
change Sharon’s life forever.
“I didn’t think it was wrong at
first,” Sharon lamented, “But I
soon realized that I was mistaken. I
trusted Dr. Von Nostrand, and now
I have to pay the price.”
Inside that small office, Dr. Von
Nostrand gave Sharon Dasuli crabs.
“It wasn’t intimate or anything, we
just talked, then he did it, and it
was over.” When Sharon went to
the Stanford Hospital with crabs,
she was immediately questioned
by doctors. “They asked me where
I had gotten the crabs and whether
I was a willing party. I told them
about professor Von Nostrand, and
that I had been willing but that I
didn’t think anything was wrong.”

scandal has rocked the marine biology world in what is being called
the worst case of crabs ever.

Sharon Dasuli would soon find
out that the crabs had been stolen
from the aquarium in Monterrey
and that it was a felony to be in
possession of the crabs. Dr. Von
Nostrand had tricked Sharon into
taking the crabs for research purposes, thereby displacing blame
from himself for having stolen
them. Sharon is now out of jail on
$25,000 bond.
For his part, Dr. Von Nostrand
has been suspended by Stanford
University, and is under
investigation by the police. This
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* Lesbian
Gay
Bisexual
Trans
Queer
Silly
Alternatively Sexual
Homosexual
People who like people of the same gender
or sex
Oriented towards others of the same gender
or sex
Up for anything
Down with men, women, whatever
Enjoys sex, period.
Creationist Enjoys sex with any/all of gods
creations
Terribly apathetic towards appearance when
it comes to sex
Into Leather
Never says never
Furry
Missing necessary parts to engage in sex
Vegans
X-men and X-women
Yellow people whose skin color is actually
yellow like in the Simpsons

in protest.”
Allie Speigel said this was a rude
awakening. “I thought they trusted
us with this Honor Code thing,
so I could just cheat or whatever.
But I guess not... honestly, it’s just
so stupid. Especially on this take
home test. Like really, who gives
take home tests?”
Since Google StreetView caught
another guy smoking weed in his
room at Berkeley, a girl stealing
from a convenience store in Palo
Alto, and a group of friends sneaking into the Ricker dining hall,
people around the country have
started to rethink how they interact
with technology. “We’re in the digital era,” said Enspoch. “It’s time to
get ready.”

LGBTQ Community
Changes Name To Include
More People Not Considered ‘Straight’ :
Now Calls Itself LGBTQSAHPOUDECTINFMVXY*

Sexual Innuendos Hit Peak
Numbers, If You Know
What We Mean
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“The tang dynasty was founded by william a. mitchell in 1957...”
history professor lecturing on the origins of the tang drink dynasty

REBUS PUZZLES

Can you guess the common word
or phrase portrayed below?

NUMBERS

TANGO

2

last weeks answers: THERE IS NO SPOON, FLASHBACK, CIRCULAR
LOGIC, LIGHT WAVE

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

The number of people it takes
to tango. However, this does
not mean that you cannot tango
with more than two people,
just that two is the necessary
minimum so that you can tango. 2 is also the number of
people it takes to drink Tang, the beverage. Tang can also
be drunk by
groups larger
than 2 and at
parties, but
Tang the drink
can in no way
be had alone...

TANG

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to
decode the message or quote below. HINT C=B

“ROG OGDEORJ CA ETGYR LGP TGYBOGI YPI VGNR FGTG PHR YRRYDPGI CA JQIIGP WMDEOR,CQR ROGA, FODMG ROGDT BHLNYPDHPJ JMGNR, FGTG RHDMDPE
QNFYTIJ DP ROG PDEOR.” - OGPTA FYIJFHTRO MHPEWGMMHF

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: “AN ARTIST IS SOMEONE WHO PRODUCES THINGS THAT PEOPLE DON’T NEED TO HAVE BUT THAT HE - FOR SOME
REASON - THINKS IT WOULD BE A GOOD IDEA TO GIVE THEM.” - ANDY WARHOL

SUDOKU

Level: Medium Rare

Fill in the grid so each column,
row, and 3x3 box has the
numbers 1 through 9.

JUMBLE

Unscramble these four ordinary
jumbles, and use the letters in
circles to answer the final question.

RYGIM

SCUKD
PSODAT
WHAT THE DONALD
PLAYED IN THE
BRIDGE GAME

VENPOR

THE
SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

Note: All names and stories are fictional, unless public
figures are being satirized. Remember, these are all jokes.

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS: BIPED, FLANK, CREAKY, STENCH, the holiday vacation tango BREAK DANCE
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